Excerpt from the SINTEF-report

“Investigation methodology: Man – technology – organization”
About MTO-ANALYSIS, TRIPOD, SOL and MORT

3.1.1

MTO-ANALYSIS

The basis for the MTO-analysis is that human, organisational, and technical factors should be
focused equally in an accident investigation. The method is based on HPES (“Human
Performance Enhancement System”) from the nuclear industry.
The MTO-analysis is based on three methods:
1. Structured analysis by use of an event- and cause-diagram.
2. Change analysis by describing how events have deviated from earlier events or
common practice.
3. Barrier analysis by identifying technological and administrative barriers which have
failed or are missing.
Figure 1 illustrates the MTO-analysis worksheet. The first step in an MTO-analysis is to
develop the event sequence longitudinally and illustrate the event sequence in a block
diagram. Then, the analyst should identify possible technical and human causes of each event
and draw these vertically to the events in the diagram.
The next step is to make a change analysis, i.e. to assess how events in the accident progress
have deviated from normal situation, or common practice. Normal situations and deviations
are also illustrated in the diagram below.
Further, analyse which technical, human or organisational barriers1 that have failed or was
missing during the accident progress. Illustrate all missing or failed barriers below the events
in the diagram.
The basic questions in the analysis are:
• What may have prevented the continuation of the accident sequence?
• What may the organisation have done in the past in order to prevent the accident?

1

Med en barriere menes alle de systemmessige, fysiske og administrative vern som finnes i organisasjonen
og på den enkelte arbeidsplass for a) å forhindre at det oppstår feil og feilhandlinger, eller b) å begrense
konsekvensene av feil og feilhandlinger. Eksempler er regler og sikkerhetssystemer, låste branndører,
prosedyrer, veiledninger, osv.

Change analysis

The last important step in the MTO-analysis is to identify and present recommendations. The
recommendations should be as realistic and specific as possible, and might be technical,
human or organisational.
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Figure 1. MTO-analysis worksheet, /28/.

3.1.2 TRIPOD
Beskrivelsen av TRIPOD er basert på /10/ og /28/.
The whole research into the TRIPOD concept started in 1988 when a study that was contained
in the report “TRIPOD, A principled basis for accident prevention” (/25/) was presented to
Shell International Petroleum Maatschappij, Exploration and Production. The idea behind
TRIPOD is that organisational failures are the main factors in accident causation. These
factors are more “latent” and, when contributing to an accident, are always followed by a
number of technical and human errors.
The complete TRIPOD-model2 is illustrated in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. The complete TRIPOD model, /10/.
Substandard acts and situations do not just occur. They are generated by mechanisms acting in
organisations, regardless whether there has been an accident or not. Often these mechanisms
result from decisions taken at high level in the organisation. These underlying mechanisms
are called Basic Risk Factors3 (BRFs). These BRFs may generate various psychological
precursors which may lead to substandard acts and situations. Examples on psychological
precursors of slips, lapses and violations are time pressure, being poorly motivated or
depressed. According to this model, eliminating the latent failures categorised in BRFs or
reducing their impact will prevent psychological precursors, substandard acts and the
operational disturbances. Furthermore, this will result in prevention of accidents.
The identified BRFs cover human, organisational and technical problems. The different Basic
Risk Factors are defined in Table 2. Ten of these BRFs leading to the “operational
disturbance” (the “preventive” BRFs), and one BRF is aimed at controlling the consequences
once the operational disturbance has occurred (the “mitigation” BRF). There are five generic
prevention BRFs (6 – 10 in Table 2) and five specific BRFs (1 – 5 in Table 2). The specific
BRFs relate to latent failures that are specific for the operations to be investigated (e.g. the
requirements for tools and equipment are quite different in an oil drilling environment
compared to an intensive care ward in a hospital).
These 11 BRFs have been identified as a result of brainstorming, a study of audit reports,
accident scenarios, a theoretical study, and a study on offshore platforms.
2

3

The TRIPOD-model described here might be different from previously published models based on the
TRIPOD theory, but this model is fully compatible with the most recent version of the accident
investigation tool TRIPOD Beta described later in this chapter.
These mechanisms were initially called General Failure Types (GFTs).

Table 1. The definitions of the basic risk factors (BRFs) in TRIPOD, /10/.
No
1

Basic Risk Factor
Design

Abbr.
DE

2

Tools and equipment

TE

3

Maintenance
management
Housekeeping

MM

EC

6

Error enforcing
conditions
Procedures

7

Training

TR

8

Communication

CO

9

Incompatible goals

IG

10

Organisation

OR

11

Defences

DF

4
5

HK

PR

Definition
Ergonomically poor design of tools or equipment
(user-unfriendly)
Poor quality, condition, suitability or availability of
materials, tools, equipment and components
No or inadequate performance of maintenance tasks
and repairs
No or insufficient attention given to keeping the work
floor clean or tidied up
Unsuitable physical performance of maintenance
tasks and repairs
Insufficient quality or availability of procedures,
guidelines, instructions and manuals (specifications,
“paperwork”, use in practice)
No or insufficient competence or experience among
employees (not sufficiently suited/inadequately
trained)
No or ineffective communication between the various
sites, departments or employees of a company or with
the official bodies
The situation in which employees must choose
between optimal working methods according to the
established rules on one hand, and the pursuit of
production, financial, political, social or individual
goals on the other
Shortcomings in the organisation’s structure,
organisation’s philosophy, organisational processes
or management strategies, resulting in inadequate or
ineffective management of the company
No or insufficient protection of people, material and
environment against the consequences of the
operational disturbances.

TRIPOD Beta
The TRIPOD Beta-tool is a computer-based instrument that provides the user with a tree-like
overview of the accident that was investigated. It is a menu driven tool that will guide the
investigator through the process of making an electronic representation of the accident.
TRIPOD Beta is distributed by Tripod Solutions (for more information, see /34/).
TRIPOD Beta-tool merges two different models, the HEMP (“The Hazard and Effects
Management Process”) model and the TRIPOD model. The merge has resulted in an incident
causation model that differs conceptually from the original TRIPOD model. The HEMP
model is presented in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. “Accident mechanism” according to HEMP, /10/.
The TRIPOD Beta accident causation model is presented in Figure 4. This string is used to
identify the causes that lead to the breaching of the controls and defences presented in the
HEMP model.
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Although the model presented in Figure 4 looks like the original TRIPOD model, its
components and assumptions are different. In the Beta-model the defences and controls are
directly linked to unsafe acts, preconditions and latent failures. Unsafe acts include how the
barriers were breached and the latent failures why the barriers were breached.
An example of a TRIPOD Beta accident analysis is shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 5. Example on a TRIPOD Beta analysis, /10/.

3.1.3 SOL (“Safety through Organizational Learning”)
SOL develops the concept of event analysis in a set of standardised process steps. A set of
three specific instruments is aimed to support the process of event analysis, to ensure its
standardised conduct while at the same time mobilising expert knowledge and creativity of
the analysis which can be compared to a backward oriented problem solving process:
1. Guideline for the description of the situation
2. Guideline for the identification of contributing factors
3. Guideline for the reporting of the event (not further described in this report).
Guideline for Description of the Situation
As soon as possible after an event occurred the whole event must be described, i.e. recording
what happened. The description aims at separating the process of information gathering and
interpreting this information. Similar to the STEP method the event is broken down into a
sequence of event-parts i.e. single actions of different actors (man or machine), event building
blocks, and no contributing factors should be identified at this stage.
The STEP-method was developed by Hendrick and Benner, /13/, and the following
description is copied from, /28/. Hendrick and Benner proposed a systematic process for
accident investigation based on multi-linear event sequences and a process view of the
accident phenomena.

STEP builds on four concepts:
1. Neither the accident nor its investigation is a single linear chain or sequence of events.
Rather, several activities take place at the same time.
2. The event Building Block format for data is used to develop the accident description
in a worksheet. A building block describes one event, i.e. one actor performing one
action.
3. Events flow logically during a process. Arrows in the STEP worksheet illustrate the
flow.
4. Both productive and accident processes are similar and can be understood using
similar investigation procedures. They both involve actors and actions, and both are
capable of being repeated once they are understood.
With the process concept, a specific accident begins with the action that started the
transformation from the described process to an accident process, and ends with the last
connected harmful event of that accident process.
The STEP worksheet provides a systematic way to organise the building blocks into a
comprehensive, multi-linear description of the accident process. The STEP worksheet is
simply a matrix, with rows and columns. There is one row in the worksheet for each actor.
The columns are labelled differently, with marks or numbers along a time line across the top
of the worksheet, as shown in Figure 6. The time scale does not need to be drawn on a linear
scale, the main point of the time line is to keep events in order, i.e., how they relate to each
other in terms of time.
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Figure 6. STEP worksheet, /29/.
An event is one actor performing one action. An actor is a person or an item that directly
influences the flow of events constituting the accident process. Actors can be involved in two
types of changes, adaptive changes or initiating changes. They can either change reactively to
sustain dynamic balance or they can introduce changes to which other actors must adapt. An
action is something done by the actor. It may be physical and observable, or it may be mental
if the actor is a person. An action is something that the actor does and must be stated in the
active voice.
In SOL, an accidental event is determined by a sequence of singular actions by different
actors (maybe a person or a technical component) between a starting point and an end point.
The starting point is defined as the first alarm or the first perceived deviation from a
warranted course of action. The end point is defined as the recovering of a safe system state.

Guideline for the Identification of Contributing Factors (CFs)
This guideline carries the analysts through the single steps of an event analysis in a certain
sequence. It provides the standardisation of the analysis process. Every single action
(representing an “event building block”) identified in the description of the situation should be
analysed by asking the question "why". Each event building block is located within a timeactor diagram. This graphic charting of the single building blocks of the event is completed by
identifying contributing factors. Every contributing factor is complemented by adding further
contributing factors. The contributing factors are related to five subsystems shown in Figure
7. Thus, a graphic chart is developed which represents the event and all contributing factors in
their whole complexity.
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Figure 7. Socio-technical system model of event genesis, /37/.
SOL differentiates directly contributing factors from indirectly contributing ones. Six factors
are deemed to be directly contributing in terms of their direct and immediate contribution to
the genesis of an event:
A
B
C
D
E
F

Information
Communication
Working conditions
Personal performance
Violation
Technical components.

Indirectly CFs are seen to be factors which are temporally and spatially somewhat more
distant from the actual event evolution but nevertheless often crucial for the event. A list of 19
contributing factors4 was collated to assist the search for CFs:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
4

Information
Communication
Working conditions
Personal performance
Violation
Operation scheduling
Five of the CFs (e.g. Information and Communication) may be directly, as well as indirectly CFs.

7. Responsibility
8. Control and supervision
9. Group influence
10. Rules, procedures and documents
11. Qualification
12. Training
13. Organisation and management
14. Feedback of experience
15. Safety principles
16. Quality management
17. Maintenance
18. Regulatory and consulting bodies
19. Environmental influence.
All possible contributing factors are transferred into general questions, e.g. the factor
“working conditions” is transferred into the question “Could there have been an influence of
the working conditions on the operator performance?” Thus, the aid contains general
questions related to possible contributing factors for each of the five subsystems and thus
ensures the comprehensiveness of the analysis. These questions serve as a support of the
problem solving process of the team by giving them an idea of how certain factors could have
contributed to the occurrence of the event.
3.1.4 MORT
In MORT, accidents are defined as unplanned events that produce harm or damage, that is,
losses. Losses occur when a harmful agent comes into contact with a person or asset. This
contact can occur either because of a failure of prevention or, as an unfortunate but acceptable
outcome of a risk that has been properly assessed and acted-on (a so-called "assumed risk").
MORT analysis always evaluates the "failure" route before considering the "assumed risk"
hypothesis.
In MORT analysis, most of the effort is directed at identifying problems in the control of a
work/process and deficiencies in the protective barriers associated with it. These problems are
then analysed for their origins in planning, design, policy, etc. To use MORT, we must first
identify key episodes in the sequence of events. Each episode can be characterised as:
•
•
•

a vulnerable target exposed to –
an agent of harm in the –
absence of adequate barriers.

MORT analysis can be applied to one or more of the episodes identified; it is a choice to
make in the light of the circumstances particular to the investigation. To identify these key
episodes, we have to undertake a barrier analysis (or "Energy Trace and Barrier Analysis";
ETBA). Barrier analysis allows MORT analysis to be focused; it is very difficult to use
MORT, even in a superficial way, without it. The MORT process is rather like a dialogue
between the generic questions of MORT and the situation that we are investigating. The
analyst acts as the interpreter between MORT and the situation. The questions in MORT are
asked in a particular sequence, one that is designed to clarifying the facts surrounding the
incident. Even so, not every question posed by MORT will be relevant on all occasions.

Getting acquainted with MORT is essentially about becoming familiar with the principal
questions in the manual. The chart itself then acts as a prompt list allowing us to concentrate
on the issues revealed through the process. It is important to make notes as we go, just as it
would be if we were conducting an interview. In practice, MORT analysts make brief notes
on the MORT chart - enough to capture the issues that arise and their assessment of them. To
make this process easier to review, it is customary to colour-code the chart as the
investigation proceeds:
•
•
•

red, where a problem is found;
green, where a relevant issue is judged to have been satisfactory, and;
blue, to indicate that an issue is relevant, but have not enough information to assess it
properly.

In addition, issues presented by MORT that are judged to be irrelevant, should be crossed-out
to show that we have considered them.
In Figure 8 the relationship between the “Controls & barriers” in ETBA and the main
elements in the MORT Tree, /21/, is shown. These are the “MTO factors” emphasised in the
MORT Tree.
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Figure 8. The relationship between Energy Trace and Barrier Analysis and the MORT
concept, /17/.
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